Based on the proposed mathematical model the mechano-electric characteristics of the near-surface layer of solids included in the linear equation of state and connecting the parameters of states were calculated. Quasiequilibrium condition model of conduction electrons (related charges) on electric double layer on the surface of solid were presented. For the first time, the most important physical quantities to the surface -surface and interfacial charge Ω, the electrical component of the surface energy e, the thickness of the surface layer h, electric double layer capacitance C and Galvani potential  for a number of materials: Cr, W, Gd, Hf, Pd, Mg, Ta, Sm, Si, Cu were calculated. These parameters for the diagnosis of structural elements in aggressive environments can be used and energy characteristics of surface and interfacial layers can be determinated.
INTRODUCTION
As you know, on the border of metal with inert environment the electric double layers (it's correspond to the gradient of the electron density (20 nm)) exists [1] . It's play a decisive role for formation of chemicalreactive properties of solids and interface interaction with other boundary phases. The information about physical properties of electric double layers are essential for creation of multiphase materials with predictable properties. The most important among them is the parameters which were describe the distribution of spatial charges, mechanical stress within the bilayer, surface or interfacial charge etc. and which binds together the relevant parameters of the state equations.
The aim of this work,based on the principles of surface physics and thermodynamics of nonequilibrium processes,the mathematical model of the surface layer taking into account the internal mechanical stress, development of methods for determining its physical constant, included in the equation of state and calculations of the physical characteristics of some typical near-surface layers of materials with different physical and chemical properties: Cr, W, Gd, Hf, Pd, Mg, Ta, Sm, Si,Cu is develop.
THEORETICAL PRECONDITIONS FOR MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF CHARGES DISTRIBUTION AND MECHANICAL STRESS

Research Object
We formulate one-dimensional correlations for modeling mechanical stress and redistribution of electric charges (free for metals and related to semiconductor or insulator) with r coordinate, where r -radius vector of a point in a spherical coordinate system.The sphere (Vm area, r  R) is placed in a uniform inert gas environment (Vc area, r  R), which pressure is equal p  100 kPa. The electric double layer generated conduction electrons and metal ions and located on the sphere surface on the spherical ring, which thickness h (R  r  R -h) [1] .
We simulate the metal sphere using two-component homogeneous solid environment consisting of two continuous continuums: the conduction electrons and lattice ions, for which carried out the hypothesis of continuity and local thermodynamic equilibrium [2, 3] .
The electric double layer is formed on the border of metal (the sphere) and external inert environment. This layer corresponds to the gradient of the electron density in the small border layer (thickness is less than 20 nm) [1] . During this process the electric shells of the thin border atoms are deformed. These deformations are manifested in the change of lattice parameters. Based general ideas surface physics and continuum mechanics we put the deformations of atoms in correspondence to the mechanical stresses. Also we consider the distribution of electrical charges and mechanical stress are interrelated. To find the distribution of electrical charges and mechanical stress in a thin surface layer of metal we use Poisson's equation (for electrical charges) of the balance of items of solids and determination of surface tension and energy.
Selecting State Parameters
To describe mechanoelectric distributions in the sphere we consider two pairs of parameters of the thermodynamic state : a) for redistribution of electrical charges -concentration of electrons Ce, ions Cion and the chemical potentials Me, Mion corresponding them (concentrations are dimensionless, dimension of chemical potentials -J/kg); b) for the stressed state -tensors of deformation ê and mechanical stresses  [2] [3] [4] [5] . 
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In the next we confine the isothermal case and we aren't considering the state equation for the entropy. Methods for formulating state equations based on relations (2), (3) are shown, for example, in [2] [3] [4] . With this purpose usually functional for free energy F is decomposed in the Taylor series on the state parameters in the neighbourhood of the specified equilibrium state. After that decomposition of the functional limited of second component of decomposition is substituted in (3). Then we are get the linear state equations.
Using the principles of the explained technique, according to (2) and (3), we are obtain linear state equations for tensor components of mechanical stress ij and density of electric charge  [3-5]:
where ij -Kronecker symbols; e  eii/3 -the first invariant of deformations tensor;    -0 -rejections of the modified chemical potential  of conduction electrons from its equilibrium value 0 in the volume of the body away from the surface; T  T -T0 -temperature changes (T0 -temperature values in the initial equilibrium state); K, G -factors of the comprehensive compression and shear; C  -specific capacitance; b -electrostrictive coefficient of volume expansion; t -temperature coefficient of volume expansion; t -temperature coefficient of changes MCPCE.
Galvani Potential
To analyze the redistribution of the conduction electrons of the neighbourhood of the metal surface we are considering Galvani potential (difference of internal electrical potentials -). This potential defines difference of the electrical potentials between two points in different phases [6] . These phases can be two different solids (eg, two mechanically connected metals, metal and semiconductor, etc.).
Electrochemical potential
electrons in the metal including definition of  can be represented as [6, 7] :
where  -the potential of the electric-field intensity (scalar electric potential).    -0 -deviations of potential  from its original equilibrium value 0 (potential  is defined up to a constant [6] ).
If two phases  and  have the one common charged particle (for example, electron), then their electrochemical potentials e  and e  are aligned [6] and as the result we get the ratio: 
As in this case, the Galvani potential is determined using difference of chemical potentials
. This similar to definition of potential difference of MCPCE. Therefore in the further transformations we use Δ  -Δ (symbol  means the deviation of potential).
Using last relations (6. 7)  +  + 0  А  const we provide analysis of particular case, when phase  is metal and phase  is not electroconductive inert gas environment, which we take А  0 (because the electrochemical potential is determined up to a constant).
In the external inert environment (outside sphere in volume Vc) for electric potential [2, 3] is:
from which follows that Yс  Aс, where Aс is constant. Taking the electric potential at infinity equal to zero, we obtain Yс  Aс  0 in the volume Vc.
Since the electric potential on the border of arbitrary medium is continuous, then for the boundaries of the phase  (on the surface ) from (7) follows the limit relation: 00 0,
DETERMINING DISTRIBUTIONS OF ELECTRICAL CHARGES AND MECHANICAL STRESS
Basic Equations of Mechanoelectrics for Metal
In accordance with the fundamentals of electrostatics and nonequilibrium thermodynamics [4, 5, 7, 8] we can show the electric potential Y using Poisson's equation (10) and the stress tensor we can show as part of the equilibrium equation (11):
where u -is the movement vector in spherical coordinates ( ,0 , 0 )), r uu  which is associated with the tensor of deformations ê by the geometric equation (12) [9] . Boundary conditions on the surface G of the distribution of the electroconductive body and inert gas environment, taking into account (8) [2. 3, 8] can be represented as:
.
where c p -the environment pressure to the normal n to the surface Г;  -surface charge;  -permittivity material; , cn n EE -components of the electric-field intensity of environment and metal to the normal to the surface Г.
The problem of the distribution of electrical charges and the mechanical stresses corresponding them in double electrical layer (4), (5) (10)-(13) we can formulate in a spherical coordinate system (r, , ). For this we move the origin of coordinates in the geometric center of the sphere. Then we obtain:   2 2
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at r  R.
Method of Determining Distributions , x, y
Since the expression (14) is nonlinear (expression  V Er is the ponderomotive component), then we are solving the system of equations (14), (15) taking into account (16)- (19) for finding the distributions of potential  and mechanical stresses r,   , analytically using the method of small parameter b ?  b0, limiting of the four approximations of the decomposition. Methodics of using the small parameter method for solving problems of mathematical physics is described in [10] .
We represent the components ur of movements and  (deviation of MCPCE) as series of the small parameter:
Relation for the potential  and mechanical stress r,   we get from (14)-(19) for the area "Vm" taking into account the shift Zb of double electric layer relatively border of the body [11] . The results of the solution (14)- (19) we write in the abbreviated form: 
where , r ff  -are symbolizing complex relations which considered four approximations of the small parameter b0 ? ; EF -Fermi energy; EV -electronic V.M. YUZEVICH, B.P. KOMAN, R. DZHALA
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04005-4 work from metal; kF -Fermi wave vector; We -the volume density of the conduction electrons of the metal far from the surface (at a distance of more than 30 nm) ([We]  m -3 ); q0 -electron charge.
Shifting Zb of the double electric layer (24) corresponds to the relationship equations (14) and (15) . Note that represented above expression (23) for 0 is similar to the expression from work [11] derived using the methods of statistical physics. The formula for  (23) obtained from the solution of (14)- (21) (including four approximations (21)), and similar to the first relation (23) for  including Zb (24) (for sphere with a large radius R), given in work [11] virtually identical to within corrections, the magnitude of which less than 4 %. This indicates that the result of four approximations (1, 2, 3, 4) for  manifested in shifting Zb. Therefore we can replace the complex expression like (21) using compact relation for  (23).
Limiting Transition to the Flat Border
In relations (22), (23) 
where fy -is the complex relations; 
THE METHOD OF DETERMINING THE PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MATERIAL
Representing Systems of Nonlinear Equations
Traditional approaches to assess of the physical k, b characteristics of the surface layer of metal in the state equations (16), (17) are providing usage approaches of statistical physics or quantum mechanics, which often lead to ambiguous results. The proposed approach uses a method of the decomposition of displacement variables and potential  to the small parameter. Also this approach isn't expect explicit usage of theories of statistical physics or quantum mechanics.
Formal expressions for solution of previous problem (25) we are substitute in the system of the four equations [1, 4, 5] , in which the surface tension h and The stresses y are stretch (positive) in the boundaries of the surface layer, and p  100 kPa (atmospheric pressure) corresponds to compressive (negative) stresses. Expression |y|  |p| gives an opportunity to calculate some distance from the surface h, therefore the resulting stress will be zero (|y|-|p|  0).
The system of equations (26)- (29) is applied to the physical characteristics of the materia , k, b, h for the first time. In other works [4, 5] relations (26)- (29) were, but in there them are used for determine the change of surface tension and energy, and , k, b, h are considered constants (defined using methods of statistical physics or quantum mechanics [1, 11, 12] ).
Features of the Method of Calculation of Physical Quantities , k, b, h
Relations (26)- (29) are a system of equations to determine the physical , k, b, 0 and geometric h characteristics of the surface layer. The corresponding algorithm for determining , k, b, 0, h we present in three stages. First step, using the equation of equilibrium of  (14) and (15) for j, which follows from the Poisson equations, state equation (16), (17) and also boundary conditions (19) , we find five approximations of distributions normal mechanical stresses r,   from coordinate r (in particular, (22)- (24)) using the technique of [4, 10] and using method of decomposition  and displacements ur in the ranks by the small parameter b   b0 (20) , (21) . At the second step, we direct radius R to infinity and obtain analytical 04005-5 expressions for , x, y (25) depending on the x and the parameter k, not specifying numeric constants for the material. At the third step, we substitute expressions for , x, y in the equation (26) [20] (h is determined on the basis of the experiment, and for  is known partial results of experimental studies and theoretical models [19, 20] ).
Thus, at the third stage as a result of calculations (simulation modeling), we get four important physical properties of metal -, k, b, h. On these basis we can determine the size and 0 (23), through which we are formulating the boundary condition (19) for the modified chemical potential  of conduction electrons.
Electric component of surface energy e we are submit through capacitance of the surface electrical capacitor C and potential (Galvani potential)  using relations of electrostatics [8] :
where d -the effective distance between the plates of the capacitor surface (within the double electric layer).
The Results of Calculation of Physical Quantities. Checking of Convergence
The presented algorithm for estimation characteristics of the material , k, b, h tested for Mg, Si, Cr, Fe, Co, Cu, Pd, Ag, Sm, Gd, Hf, Ta, W, Pt, Au.
Values of h, , E, , , EV were determined by the results of theoretical and experimental studies (mostly known tabular data) [5, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . It should be noted that the proposed approach for finding , k, b, h can also be applied to semiconductors and dielectrics, but instead the potential  (MCPCE) should be considered potential chemical Zc, which correspond to the particles that form the bound electric charge (in this paper for silicon atoms) [8, 21] . In addition, a shift of the double electric layer on the surface is not taken into account for these materials. The resulting physical quantities received during calculations using (31) are given in Table 2 . It should be noted that for materials in Tab. 2 the clear laws of changes in the studied parameters for element of N atomic number in the periodic law or X electronegativity as is the case for interfacial interaction was missed [4 ] . However, it is typical: 1) the thickness of the surface layer h in all the analyzed material varies slightly and is ~ 1 nm (0,737-1,117 nm); 2) the significant changes in the number of investigated elements the surface energy e was happened, it's due to various input of the electric component under the transition from purely covalent bond (Si-related charges of dipole nature) to pure metallic bond (for example Cu, Au, Cr, Ta); 3) the change from element to Galvani potential element was found, it's due to their different valence because of different contribution of conduction electrons in interphase capacitor; 4) the surface charge Ω decreases naturally is because of the increase of covalent component of the chemical bond and it's reaches minimum in Si.
CONCLUSIONS
1. Using basic equations of surface physics and thermodynamics of nonequilibrium processes we developed a mathematical model to determine the physical quantities characterizing the redistribution of conduction electrons (related charges) and mechanical stress in the surface layer of metal (semiconductor) which correspond them. The presented model takes into account the condition of the dynamic quasiequilibrium of conduction electrons (related charges) in the double electric layer on the metal surface (semiconductor).
2. On the basis of the proposed model we developed the method of determining the physical characteristics of the material which including in the linear state equation (physical equation), the boundary conditions for the chemical potential 0 (metal) (Zc (for semiconductor)) and mechanical stress x.
3. Also we determined the most important physical quantities for metal surface -capacitance of the double layer С and the Galvani potential , which can be used to diagnose structural elements in aggressive environments, as well as to determine the energy characteristics of the surface and interphase layers. 
